Hi, I'm Leif and I want to be your arts rep. I'm a Classics and English student so of course that makes me a big nerd for this kind of thing. I am also a great utiliser of the Odeon Cinema membership and have been to one quite disappointing gig at the O2.

St Anne's is home to some of the finest creative students in Oxford, and since we have one of the friendliest communities, I think that this should be more visible. We have some great spaces in college I would love to be able to make more use of them, both to give artists new opportunities to showcase their work, and to give our students the chance to see and engage with more art closer to home. On a more casual level, I also think that small changes such as putting out student publications in STACs as well as the Danson room would encourage people to browse and enjoy the works inside. I would also like to work with the other members of the JCR by supporting relevant events, such as art-themed Welfare Teas and running new joint events with the other reps.

**Why Me?**

**ideas**

Organise and fund trips to Oxford performances (especially those featuring Anne's students)

Set up a space to coordinate cinema/theatre/gallery visits

Re-evaluate how student publications are displayed within college

Put together a termly/annual Anne's Review compiling student contributions to other papers and new work

Put on college movie nights

Look into hosting an Art Exhibition at Anne's next year

**Proof of My Commitment to Art:**

Out of breath and sweaty from running to see the kiss. 20 minutes before our train left. Was still worth it.

Other artistic highlights of my summer included walking around the National Gallery alone while my two allowed friends sat in the reception, and detouring the holiday for a day to visit some silly museums in the know.